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The majority of South African township learners have poor reading comprehension skills, which is known
to impact negatively on their understanding of content subjects such as science, although the extent of the
impact is not fully understood. We explored this impact, as well as the extent to which reading comprehension
accounted for the differential effectiveness observed for out-of-class, text-dependent science intervention
programmes. Eye movement and mouse-click data were collected from 65 Grade-8 and Grade-9 township
learners as they read texts and answered electronic quizzes about electric circuits and lightning on a computer
fitted with eye-tracking hardware and software. These data were used to describe the learners’ reading
and question-answering patterns and derive a composite English for science and technology (EST) reading
comprehension index for each learner. Correlations were sought between this index and the learners’ Natural
Sciences marks and the benefit gained from two previous out-of-school science intervention programmes.
Most learners were able to engage meaningfully with a less text-rich, moderately familiar quiz, but there was
a prevalence of reading avoidance, guessing and reliance on superficial text features to answer questions
for a more text-rich, unfamiliar quiz. Moderate to strong correlations were found between the EST index and
both Natural Sciences and intervention marks. The findings suggest that while a significant number of higher
achieving township learners possess sufficient levels of EST reading comprehension skills to benefit from textbased interventions, the majority require help in developing EST reading comprehension skills to enhance the
likelihood of the intervention’s success.
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ARTICLE INCLUDES:

From this study, we infer that a small group of South African township learners, identifiable by
their relatively high Natural Sciences marks, are able to read English science texts with sufficient
comprehension to be able to benefit from text-dependent interventions, including engagement
with self-study interactive software. The majority, however, read such texts at the frustration level,
making it unlikely for interventions to be effective if they rely on the learner being able to engage in
independent reading.

Introduction

Linda Chisholm

The approximately 80% of South African learners who attend the poorer Quintile 1–4 schools, mostly situated in
rural and township areas, rank at or near the bottom in international tests of reading comprehension1, as well as
of science knowledge2. Promotion of general and subject-specific reading comprehension may well be the key
to improving performance in science, because reading with comprehension develops generic cognitive abilities3
and empowers a learner to continue learning from texts beyond periods of class instruction. Minimal possession
of such skills, by the majority of South African learners from communities with lower socio-economic status,
contributes to the gap that widens over time between lower and higher academic achievers4,5, as skill breeds
further skill, whereas weaker learners’ learning trajectories may flatten to the point that they attend school without
learning6. Further, low teacher content knowledge, large class sizes, low expectations and poor time management
in the schools attended by these learners, trap them in their poverty.7 Much money has been spent on intervention
programmes aimed at reversing this situation, with little large-scale success8, although small pockets of progress
are evident.
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The first author has been involved in such intervention programmes for the past 5 years, particularly working
towards improving the learning of the natural sciences by Grade 8 and 9 township learners. The differential
effectiveness of the intervention programmes she has researched during this time (see for example Stott9) have
led to the formulation of the hypothesis explored in this article, namely that learners’ ability to read basic English
science texts with comprehension determines the extent to which learners benefit from intervention programmes.
The ability to read basic science texts with comprehension could be seen as a basic form of English for science
and technology (EST) comprehension. This ability is dependent on general reading comprehension of the language
of learning and teaching (LoLT), English in this case, as well as on the learners’ understanding of the technical
language of science, which includes prior knowledge of concepts relevant to the text and the ability to engage with a
denser and more abstract writing style than is used in conversational language or in genres of text such as fiction.10
Although the category of EST is broad, including the language used in science texts beyond school engagement
such as theses and academic articles, in this article the term EST is used to refer to the kind of English used in ageappropriate and second-language-appropriate texts intended to help South African learners engage with science
and technology learning. Here the term includes the kind of language found in South African science textbooks
aimed at these learners and approved by the Department of Basic Education.
The ability to read such texts with comprehension makes it possible for learners to extend learning time by
engaging in activities such as reading texts at home, successfully completing homework, writing and reviewing
notes and engaging with related software for which technical requirements are present. Effective engagement in
such practices is known to enhance learning.11 Provision of timely and appropriate feedback is also known to
enhance learning.12 The ability to read with comprehension in a particular language means that written feedback
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given, for example by a teacher or software, in that language, can result
in learning occurring, extending the possibilities of provision of beneficial
timely, efficient and personalised feedback. However, the extent to which
this feedback is feasible in the South African township school context
needs to be established because it appears that many of these learners
have such low LoLT skills that they instead need skilful and timeconsuming face-to-face guidance by a teacher who mediates dialogue
in the vernacular and the LoLT as they help the learner bridge language
and conceptual gaps.13

skills24,25, they will continue to read at the frustration level26 and will
therefore probably employ reading avoidance behaviour, stunting their
academic development and reducing the chance of benefitting from
intervention programmes4.
Lesiak and Bradley-Johnson26 define reading at the frustration level as
having less than 90% decoding accuracy and 60% or lower language
comprehension. They identify two reading levels above frustration
level: instructional (95% decoding accuracy and 75% comprehension)
and independent (98% decoding accuracy and 95% comprehension).
Learners reading at the independent level are able to direct their own
learning through reading, whereas the likelihood of those at the
instructional level doing so would be enhanced if they received reading
comprehension instruction.

The intervention described in Stott9 provided learners with the opportunity
to engage with appropriate software to extend teaching and learning time,
and to provide immediate, individualised feedback, beyond that given in
the face-to-face sessions. The software used included low-languagedemand quizzes as described and argued for in Stott14. Although this
intervention model appears to be both time and personnel efficient, the
observed differential effectiveness demands a greater understanding of
this situation to ensure appropriate allocation of intervention funds in the
future. Therefore, we sought to explore the extent to which EST reading
comprehension skills may affect science achievement and explain
the differential effectiveness of science interventions in the township
context, as was observed in these previous studies (e.g. Stott9).

Interventions, such as the one described in Stott9, which include a
component of software engagement, can be undermined by learners’
attempts to make progress through the software without engaging in the
intended cognitive activity – so-called ‘gaming the system’27. Howland
et al.28 provide three distinguishing criteria for software usage to
promote meaningful learning: it should be used actively, intentionally and
constructively. A learner who attempts to game the system may appear
active even though their use of the software is random or superficially
strategic, rather than involving intentional sense-making central to
constructive learning. Eye-tracking equipment has the potential to
aid a researcher in making judgements about the difference between
activity with or without intentionality.29 Although this method has even
successfully been done using complex models which infer cognitive
processing30, in this research simple observation of gaze direction
was considered sufficient because it revealed a prevalence of blatant
attempts to game the system, as is discussed below.

Although it is known that the likelihood of South African township
learners passing mathematics can be predicted on the basis of their
reading comprehension scores3, we do not know how strongly these
learners’ science marks correlate with reading comprehension scores.
Further, although it is known that English second language learners
in South African townships grow up and are educated in text-poor
environments1,15 where reading for pleasure is almost non-existent16, that
they have poor EST reading comprehension levels, and that they employ
superficial textual strategies17, our understanding of what these learners
do as they engage with science texts is limited.

Methods
The study was conducted within a pragmatic paradigm using the
frameworks for integrated methodology (FraIM).31 The FraIM is an
appropriate methodology for this research because it is flexible and
responsive, which was particularly relevant to the iterative process of
inductive and deductive analyses engaged in to answer the first two
research questions. Although eye-tracking hardware and software has
been used to guide inferences about cognitive processing in a number
of international studies29, it has never been used to aid the description of
English second language learners’ engagement with electronic quizzes
and derivation of an EST reading comprehension. Therefore a pioneering
approach was required, for which the FraIM’s pragmatic guidelines
are well suited. Within this paradigm, validity is addressed through
the concept of warrantable research, which is based on Toulmin’s32
argument framework. Warrantable research is internally consistent so
that claims can be made transparently and critically in response to the
research questions.

A highly effective way to observe learners’ engagement with science
texts is through the use of eye-tracking equipment, a research
methodology as yet underutilised in the South African township context.
We made use of such equipment as we sought to answer the research
questions: (1) How do South African township learners engage with
the reading required to answer gap-fill and multiple-choice electronic
science quizzes? (2) To what extent are South African township learners’
Natural Sciences marks related to their EST reading comprehension?
(3) To what extent is the benefit that relatively high-performing South
African township learners gain from after-school science intervention
programmes related to their EST reading comprehension?

Conceptual and theoretical framework
According to Gough and Tunmer18, reading comprehension (R) is the
product of decoding (D) and language comprehension (C): R = D x C.
Decoding refers to the ability to recognise written words and language
comprehension refers to understanding the language. Language
comprehension involves the formation of three levels of representation
of understanding: surface, situation and global representation and
models.19 The reader forms a surface representation by understanding
the words of a sentence and how they relate to one another. A situation
model is formed by integrating successive sentences and a global model
through incorporating background knowledge. Formation of situation
and global models requires use of inference, knowledge of text structure,
employment of comprehension monitoring and considerable working
memory usage.20

The sample
The sample consisted of 65 Grade 8 and 9 learners who attended
two schools in Botshabelo, a township approximately 50 km from
Bloemfontein, at the time of data collection. The first author had been
working as a mentor to the science teachers in these schools for the
previous 3 years and was therefore aware of the science material to
which the learners had been exposed. A subset (n=50) of these learners
was chosen for inclusion in this research because these learners had
participated in either or both interventions reported on in Stott9 during
the previous year, and/or a yet-unpublished mechanics intervention 6
months before the collection of these data. This subsample was used
to answer the third research question. These learners had been included
in these interventions because they had been identified by their teachers
as the highest achieving learners in their grade, although in reality their
Natural Sciences marks ranged widely, from under 20% to 90%. The
remainder of the learners (n=15) were conveniently chosen to be
included in this research to increase the range of the sample used to
answer the other research questions. These learners were those available
at the time testing was done. Inclusion in this research was voluntary
and accompanied by written assent and consent from the learners and

Becoming a skilled reader takes many years of practice, with
development initially requiring a focus on decoding, and later on
language comprehension.18 Some people are able to develop the
skills of integration, inference and comprehension monitoring needed
for developing language comprehension on their own as they practise
reading and as their levels of background knowledge, understanding
of text structure and metacognitive skills grow with exposure and
maturation.19 Others, termed poor comprehenders19 or hyperlexic
readers18, tend to ‘bark at print’21-23, i.e. decode without comprehension.
Unless these learners receive explicit help in developing comprehension
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their parents, respectively. Identities are protected through anonymous
reporting. Ethical clearance for conducting this research was obtained
from the University of the Free State (UFS-HSD2016/1391).

to rubrics, designed for this research, informed by the conceptual
framework and explained below. The average of these three reading
comprehension sub-scores was taken as the learner’s EST reading
comprehension index, and was used to indicate the independent variable
for Questions 2 and 3.

Data collection
An eye tracker is a piece of hardware with specialised software which
allows eye movements to be captured while a participant looks at a
stimulus. For this study, a Tobii TX300 eye-tracker was used to capture
data and Tobii Studio 3.4.5 was used for data extraction and analysis. A
screen-capture video, which included the learner's eye movements and
mouse clicks, was made and a gaze plot was generated for each learner’s
individual engagement with the tasks described in the next section. A
gaze plot shows the gaze of a participant overlaid on the stimulus. Each
dot represents a fixation and the size indicates the duration of the fixation.
A fixation is a period of time during which the eye is held relatively still in
order to look at an object of interest.33 These videos and gaze plots were
analysed to derive a detailed description of each learner’s engagement
behaviour as well as three reading comprehension sub-scores (for three
different task formats) which were combined to form an EST reading
comprehension index.

Figure 1 shows Screen 2, a modified form of a gap-fill quiz which all the
learners had had access to earlier in the year, at least in printed form.
Each of the drop-down lists provides only two options: more or less.
More grammatically correct variations such as most, least, fewer and
fewest were waived in favour of greater simplicity and familiarity for the
learners. Modifications were made relative to the original quiz which the
learners had had access to so as to determine whether superficial recall
played any role in the learners’ answers. Modification included amending
the final statement in a manner which resulted in a less natural wording.
The original statement read ‘This is because more resistors in parallel
are like a thicker pipe which makes current flow more easily’, while the
modified statement read: ‘This is because fewer resistors in parallel are
like a thinner pipe which makes current flow less easily.’
Screen 3 consisted of a text about lightning, as well as an accompanying
picture illustrating the charge separation within a cloud and resulting
polarisation on the ground before lightning strikes. Each learner was
instructed to read the text silently and then progress to the next screen.
This text was modified from a prescribed Grade 10 Physical Sciences
textbook. We can say with confidence that the learners had not seen
this particular text before, as the schools these learners attended did
not offer Grade 10 and the access these learners have to any books
is very limited. The text was modified by shortening and simplifying
sentences and analysed using the Flesch–Kincaid measurement,
originally developed in 194835 and still widely used as a measurement
to ascertain reading difficulty (cf Janan and Wray36). This approach
enabled us to diagnose the text as being on a Grade 9 reading level.
Because the youngest learners in the sample had just completed Grade
8, this was considered a reasonable level of difficulty. This use of both
qualitative justifications, namely the context from which the text was
taken and a description of how the text was modified, and a quantitative
measurement of readability, is consistent with the view that although
quantitative measurements are valuable for their ease of use, they do
suffer from a variety of limitations.36

Each learner’s Natural Sciences mark for the year was obtained from the
school’s database. This mark is composed of scores obtained for tests
and examinations set by the Department of Education, together with
practical work and projects assigned by the teacher, with weightings
stipulated by the South African Natural Sciences Curriculum and Policy
Statement document.34 These data were used to answer the second
research question.
To answer the third research question, the post-test scores (for the
interventions referred to previously) of the 50 learners who had
participated in the interventions, as well as the normalised gain from
pre- to post-tests for these interventions, were used as indicators of
the benefit the learners gained from after-school science intervention
programmes. Normalised gain corrects for the distortion caused by the
greater opportunity to improve associated with a low pre-test score.
Normalised gain is calculated as:
post – pre test score
pre test score – total score possible

Screen 4 showed the previous screen’s text and illustration on the left
half of the screen for reference purposes, and four multiple-choice
questions on the right half of the screen, each with four options. These
multiple-choice questions were designed with at least one choice that
had a superficial link between the question and the text. For example, for
the question ‘Why do you know that conditions are right for lightning if
you feel your hair standing up in a storm?’, one of the distractors is ‘This

Eye-tracking tasks
The eye-tracking tasks are summarised in Table 1. Each of the authors
completed a checklist while watching the video of each learner’s eye
movements and answer choices and examining the learner’s gaze plots
per screen. The three reading comprehension sub-scores were derived
by applying these checklist data and the scores yielded by the software

Table 1:

The eye-tracking tasks

Screen
number

Topic

Familiarity

Task

Purpose

Constructed measure

1

Electric components

Identical to a task done in
the year

Match pictures with
words

Set learners at ease and verify
machine calibration

None

2

Adding resistors in parallel

Similar to a task done in
the year

Fill seven gaps by
choosing either more or
less from drop-down lists

Observe learners’ quiz engagement
and reading comprehension of fairly
familiar text

Reading comprehension
sub-score 1

3

Lightning

Unfamiliar to all learners

Read text

Describe eye movements during
reading

Descriptions and gaze plots
of eye movements during
reading

Observe learners’ quiz engagement
with unfamiliar text

Reading comprehension
sub-score 2

Unfamiliar to all learners

Answer four multiplechoice questions based
on the lightning text

Measure learners’ reading
comprehension of unfamiliar text

Reading comprehension
sub-score 3

4

Lightning
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means that you have a tingling feeling.’ This corresponds, superficially,
to the text: ‘If you ever feel your hair standing up or get a tingling feeling
during a storm it could mean charges are moving onto you and you may
be in danger of being hit by lightning!’.

refers to the upper section of the frustration level, with no evidence of
guessing without reading being observable, suggesting that the learner
is decoding the words, but errors in answer choices suggest superficial
language comprehension and/or knowledge employment which result in
formation of a superficial surface model but faulty situation and global
representations. Reading comprehension levels below 60% are included
in this level, corresponding to Lesiak and Bradley-Johnson’s26 criterion
of inclusion in the frustration level of reading. Levels 4 and 5 refer to
reading above the frustration level with good (60–80%) and excellent
(above 80%) reading comprehension levels observed, respectively.
Although decoding accuracy was not measured to enable us to utilise
Lesiak and Bradley-Johnson’s26 classification system with fidelity, it
seems reasonable to label our Levels 4 and 5 as corresponding, at least
broadly, to the instructional and independent reading levels, respectively,
on the basis of the reading comprehension levels measured.

The test was administered to each learner individually. As a precaution
against learners sharing answers, the questions and their options were
rendered randomly each time. This did, however, have the undesired
effect of altering the probability each learner had of guessing correctly if
they simply picked the first option each time. However, the eye-tracking
record enabled us to determine when items were chosen before they had
been read, reducing the error caused by fortunate guessing.
The software provided feedback to the learners regarding the correctness
of their answers. For the gap-fill quiz this feedback was given when
the learner pressed the ‘Submit’ button. For the multiple-choice quiz,
this feedback was given immediately after the learner had selected a
choice. The software flagged errors for correction, reduced the learner’s
score on each incorrect attempt and provided a final mark on correct
completion of all the items. All the learners were expected to be familiar
with these features as they had been exposed to this kind of software
earlier in the year.

Sub-scores 1 and 2 were obtained from rubrics which are summarised
in the findings section and guided by the principles described above.
Sub-score 3 was obtained from the average of the comprehension
percentages for the four multiple-choice questions on Screen 4, using
the cut-off percentages per level, as given above. The comprehension
percentages were obtained as follows: questions answered by
guessing without reading, as inferred from the eye movements, were
assigned 0%; and other questions were assigned 100% if the correct
answer was obtained on the first attempt, with 25% deducted for every
successive attempt.

EST reading comprehension index
Consistent with a pragmatic research paradigm, the EST reading
comprehension index used was designed specifically for this research.
Transparency in reporting how each component of this index, as
well as the final index, was derived, enables the reader to judge the
extent to which the resulting claims are warranted.31 The EST reading
comprehension index derived for this research is a five-point scale
which is the average of reading comprehension sub-scores 1–3.
Each of these sub-scores is designed such that Levels 1–3 refer to
behaviours indicative of reading within the frustration level.26 Level 1
refers to reading avoidance behaviour suggesting inability or extreme
difficulty even with decoding, with reading comprehension levels below
20%. Level 2 refers to less reading avoidance than Level 1, suggesting
that the learner is engaging with decoding, but that either or both of
the learner’s decoding and language comprehension skills are so poor
that the learner engages in guessing without reading for at least some
of the time, with reading comprehension levels below 40%. Level 3

Figure 1:

Data analysis
The checklists and descriptions of each learner’s reading and quizengagement behaviour were analysed qualitatively using summarising
descriptions guided by Question 1. To answer Questions 2 and 3,
respectively, Pearson’s regression value was calculated between the EST
reading comprehension index and: (1) the learners’ Natural Sciences
mark and (2) the post-test score and the normalised gain obtained in
the relevant interventions. For all analyses, r>0.6 was taken as showing
strong correlation, 0.6–0.3 as moderate, 0.1–0.3 as weak and r<0.1 as
no correlation; p<0.01 shows statistical significance. Additionally, the
data were represented in manners which aid comprehension of trends
within the data as guided by the research questions.

Screenshot of Screen 2 in the eye-tracking tasks.
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Results

The 13 learners classified as having limited knowledge (Level 3) correctly
answered the questions based directly on the diagrams, i.e. related to
the relative numbers of resistors in each. However, they made errors
in knowledge-based questions linking relative numbers of resistors in
parallel to relative resistance. The 13 learners classified as displaying
limited reading comprehension as a consequence of showing evidence
of some guessing (Level 2) displayed systematic eye movement across
the text, and movement of the eyes between the text and the diagrams
for much of the time, suggesting some engagement in decoding and a
search for language comprehension. However, they answered some of
the questions without having read enough of the text to be able to answer
from comprehension and/or they incorrectly answered the questions
based directly on the diagrams. The six learners classified as having
only guessed (Level 1) showed no systematic eye movements across
the text or the diagrams. Instead, the options were the only parts of the
screen to which they apparently directed their eyes with purpose. Three
of these learners did not even address the options in the normal reading
sequence, i.e. from left to right within a row, and from top to bottom
between rows.

Quiz engagement
Metrics of the participants’ eye movements are discussed in detail in
a related article23 in which we used the same data set to pursue an
understanding of the eye-movement characteristics of barking at print.
There are slight discrepancies in the numbers between these two articles
because of the different focus of each, coupled with some gaps in the
data, dictating slightly different participant exclusion from the original
even larger sample.
Table 2 shows the number of learners assigned to each category for
reading comprehension sub-score 1, derived from the task which was
moderately familiar to the learners. Only one learner answered all the
questions correctly. This learner is referred to as Sifiso, and was the
only learner to attain a deep level of understanding in the intervention
described in Stott9. The unnatural wording of the final question,
unsurprisingly, caused difficulty for all the remaining learners. Five of
the learners categorised as being fluent (Level 4) completed the final
question in the manner to be expected from a natural wording, i.e. as in
the original wording, before even reading the full sentence. The remainder
of learners seemed to notice the changed format of the sentence, halted
in their reading and, in most cases, read the sentence more than once.
Table 2:

The criteria used and number of learners assigned to each level
for reading comprehension sub-score 1 (n=65)
Criteria

Category and assigned
value

Number of
learners

All answers
correct

Perfect (5)

1

Error(s) only in
final question

Fluent (4)

32

Error(s) in other
knowledge-based
questions

Knowledge limited (3)

13

Some evidence of guessing

Comprehension limited (2)

13

No evidence of reading

Only guessing (1)

6

No evidence
of guessing
without
reading

Figure 2:

Two of the six learners who showed no evidence of reading for Screen
2’s task also showed no evidence of reading for any of the other screens,
despite telling us that they had finished reading. These two learners
moved their eyes randomly across the reading passages and guessed
the answers to the questions without apparently reading anything on
the screen. Figure 2 is a gaze plot for one of these learners. For the
purpose of comparison, the gaze plot of the highest achieving learner,
referred to as Sifiso, is given in Figure 3. Surprisingly, one of the learners
who showed no evidence of reading had been chosen as one of the top
30 learners in her class to participate in the intervention described in
Stott9. However, her inclusion seems to have been a result of a selection
error, because her failing Natural Sciences mark of 17% does not place
her in the top 30. Unsurprisingly, she gained little from the intervention,
being classified in the ‘little memory’ category with a post-test score
of 6%. An additional 10 learners appeared to read and skip chunks of
text alternately, moving their eyes randomly for some of the time, and
systematically tracking blocks of text for the rest of the time.
As shown in Table 3, more than half (37) of the learners guessed, without
reading, at least one answer, 11 of whom guessed all four answers for
the multiple-choice questions on Screen 4. The majority of the remaining
learners18 made at least one choice based on superficial correspondence
between the distractor and the text, for example, choosing the option
about tingling, described earlier.

Gaze plot of one of the two learners who showed no evidence of reading.
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Figure 3:

Gaze plot for the highest achieving learner, Sifiso.

Table 3:

The criteria used and number of learners assigned to each level
for reading comprehension sub-score 2 (n=65)
Category and assigned
value

Criteria

Number of
learners

All answers
correct

Perfect (5)

2

Non-superficial
errors

Fluent (4)

8

Superficial
errors

Superficial comprehension
techniques (3)

18

Some evidence of guessing

Some guessing (2)

26

No evidence of answering based on
reading

Only guessing (1)

11

No evidence of
guessing without
reading

An EST reading comprehension index was calculated for each learner
as the average of the three values given in Tables 2–4, respectively.
This index is used to answer Questions 2 and 3. As shown in Table 5,
68% of the learners were classified as reading science texts at the
frustration level, with just under half the learners30 being rated at Levels
1 or 2, which suggests poor decoding skills in addition to poor language
comprehension, as evidenced by reading avoidance and answerguessing without reading.
Table 5:

Reading level
(26)

The third reading comprehension sub-score assigned to each learner is
determined by the score they obtained for the multiple-choice quiz on
Screen 4, as explained previously. As can be seen in Table 4, just less
than half of the learners30 achieved under 40%, with a fairly large group14
achieving over 80%.
Table 4:

Assigned value

Number of learners

80–100%

5

14

60–79%

4

12

40–59%

3

9

20–39%

2

7

0–19%

1

23
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EST reading
comprehension
index

Number (percentage) of learners

Independent

5

2 (3%)

Instructional

4

19 (29%)

3

14 (22%)

2

23 (35%)

1

7 (11%)

Frustration

The criteria used and number of learners assigned to each level
for reading comprehension sub-score 3 (n=65)

Score range

Distribution of learners according to English for science and
technology reading comprehension index, calculated as
average of values from Tables 2–4 (n=65)

21 (32%)

44 (68%)

EST reading comprehension and science marks
Figure 4 shows the learners’ EST reading comprehension index,
determined in November 2016 in the manner previously described,
plotted against their Natural Sciences 2016 end of year mark. A strong
correlation of r=0.60 was found, with p<0.01. All of the learners
assigned reading comprehension indices of 4 and 5, and therefore
considered to be reading at the instructional and independent levels,
scored 50% or higher for Natural Sciences.
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indices of 1 or 2 (out of 5). These indices correspond to at least some
answer-guessing without reading, suggesting possible difficulty even
with word decoding. This corresponds to Pretorius and Spaull’s39
findings of poor decoding skills among the majority of South African
township learners. A considerable number of learners (11) guessed all
the multiple-choice questions without reading and two did not show any
evidence of engaging in any word decoding. Only 10 of the 65 learners
were not observed to guess answers, either by answering without
reading or on the basis of superficial textual features. This observation
is consistent with Dempster’s17 findings of much use of superficial textbased strategies when South African English second language learners
answered science questions for the Trends in International Mathematics
and Science Study (TIMSS). These strategies included choosing options
with familiar words or words present in both the text and the answer
options. This shows that the danger of engaging in strategies to ‘game
the system’27 is considerable for text-heavy software. This danger
seems to have been considerably reduced for the shorter, more familiar
quiz (Screen 2).
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Figure 4:

5

Relationship between the learners’ English for science and
technology (EST) reading comprehension index and their
Natural Sciences mark (n=65).

EST reading comprehension and intervention benefit
Figure 5 shows the reading comprehension index plotted against the
post-test scores obtained by the 50 learners who were involved in
either or both of the science previously referred to. Of the 92 learners
who had participated in the Electricity intervention, and 27 who had
participated in the Mechanics intervention, 43 and 16, respectively, were
available for the reading comprehension test. Nine of those tested for
reading comprehension had participated in both interventions. These
learners have been counted and represented separately for each of the
interventions in both the statistics given below and in Figure 5.

Learners who read at the frustration level tend not to engage in selfregulated learning which extends beyond contact with the teacher.26
However, such self-study is vital for a township learner to be able to
mitigate the poor class time usage, limited and low-quality teacher–
learner contact time, limited and sporadic homework assignment and
control and general dysfunctionality of the typical township school.40
These suggest that good reading comprehension is most needed in
the very environments which least foster it. The finding that there was
a higher prevalence of reading avoidance and guessing for the less
familiar, text-heavy quiz than the more familiar, less text-heavy quiz is
unsurprising and illustrates the limitation which a low ability to read with
comprehension imposes on effective learning of more complex science
concepts.41

Post-test score for intervention
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The strong correlation found between EST reading comprehension and
the learners’ Natural Sciences mark extends Pretorius’s3 finding that
reading comprehension is a good predictor of whether learners are able
to pass mathematics. This extension is both to the context of science
and with respect to giving greater detail about the relationship between
reading comprehension and school marks. It should be noted, however,
that we measured EST reading comprehension, which can be expected
to be more strongly correlated to science performance than may have
been found had fictional texts been used.
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Figure 5:
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English for science and technology (EST) reading
comprehension index, November 2016, versus post-test score
for September 2015 ‘Electricity’ intervention (n=43) and July
2016 ‘Mechanics’ intervention (n=16).

EST reading comprehension and intervention benefit
The quiz-engagement patterns help explain the moderate correlation
found between learners’ reading comprehension and the benefit which
they gained from the after-school interventions. Both interventions
required engagement with texts in the form of electronic quizzes and/
or paper-based reading. The sample includes nine of the learners who
were described in Stott9 as being able to learn new concepts from
science software before being taught these concepts by a teacher. These
learners were all classified as reading above the frustration level, with a
reading comprehension index mean of 4 and a range from 3.7 to 5. In
contrast, the first author’s general experience of working with township
learners using science quiz and audiovisual software is that besides a
small number of the most academically strong, the learners seem only to
gain significant benefit from the software when it is used to revise work
which has already been taught and practised in class. This observation is
consistent with Probyn’s42 findings regarding such learners’ dependence
on the language-bridging practices of a skilful teacher.

A moderate and significant correlation was found between the score
obtained at the end of the intervention and the reading comprehension
index (r=0.54; p<0.01). A similar correlation was found between the
normalised gain for the intervention and the reading comprehension
index (r=0.55, p<0.01). The mean reading index for those learners
(n=19) who scored below 40% in these post-tests (M=2.5, SD=0.9)
falls within the frustration level, whereas the mean for the learners
(n=40) who scored above 40% (M= 3.3, SD=0.9) is slightly above the
frustration level. All the learners with reading comprehension indices of
4 and 5, and therefore considered to be reading at the instructional and
independent levels, scored 40% or higher for the intervention post-tests
and exhibited normalised gains of 0.17 (17%) or higher. However, as
Figure 5 and the relatively large standard deviation values show, there
is a fair amount of variation in the data for learners having a reading
comprehension index below 4.

Discussion

Limitations

Quiz engagement

Reading comprehension is a complex skill which is difficult to measure
validly. Each of the three sub-scores used to calculate the reading
comprehension index addressed a somewhat different aspect of
reading comprehension and the criteria used to assign each value have
been stated. Both researchers rated the learners independently, with
Cohen’s kappa inter-rater indices of over 0.8. Despite these measures
to enhance the validity of the reading comprehension index used,

The high proportion of learners with poor reading comprehension skills is
consistent with findings from benchmarking tests such as PIRLS24,25, as
well as a number of other South African studies3,37,38. In this study, 68%
(44/65) of the learners in this relatively strong sample were classified
as reading at the frustration level for Grade 9 level science texts, with
almost half (30/65) of the learners assigned reading comprehension
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subjective judgement could not be avoided. Also, although the eyetracking software facilitates the detection of cases in which learners
guess without reading, it is not always possible to detect such behaviour.
Further, a weakness of using a rating system is that it suggests that the
distance between successive categories is equal, which is certainly not
the case here.

Conclusion
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Improvement of reading comprehension by improving the teaching
of decoding skills and through the explicit teaching of reading
comprehension strategies, is sorely needed in South African township
schools. For learners who are unable to comprehend the language, and
in many cases even lack the ability to decode the words used in software
and handouts employed in after-school interventions, such interventions
are likely to become exercises in ‘gaming the system’, which leads to
minimal learning. The time, effort and expense invested in placing such
learners into such programmes would be better spent, for example, in
teaching those learners reading comprehension skills or offering their
place to a learner whose reading comprehension skill enables them to
benefit from the programme. The strong correlation found between EST
reading comprehension and Natural Sciences marks suggests that these
marks could be used as a fairly reliable and easily obtainable proxy for
EST reading comprehension within the township school context.
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In this study, we have shown that there are considerable numbers of
learners (32% of this relatively strong sample) in the township context
who are able to comprehend EST texts above the frustration level despite
having been schooled in an environment which is generally unfavourable
to the development of reading comprehension. For these learners, at
least, interventions which include text-dependent components such as
engagement with electronic software, does seem a viable supplement to
the education they receive in their schools as long as appropriate access
and motivation can be provided.
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